Random Praise for the Flogmaster’s
Writing
Enjoyed the story.
C.S.
Nothing like pimping out your daughter to line your own
pocket.
M.J.T.
This might be fiction, but it is not far from what used to
happen to me with the guitar. Although not as cute as this.
L.A.
Excellent. Thanks.
V.R.
Hot, hot story!
H.W.D.
Awesome story. Wish this was a real event.
R.S.T.
Worth reading!
G.

Selected Excerpts
From Advanced Learning:
God, she hated the cane. Its agony level was a solid ten out of ten,
and even a “mere” six with the instrument was enough to make her
walk funny for a couple of days. Madison still wasn’t sure why she’d
been foolish enough to sign up for this “Advanced Learning”
program. Sure, it was prestigious, and it would look good on her
college application, but this business of being caned for every tiny
fault was awful.
From Casual Thursday 1:
Sadly for Sam there was no reprieve or rescue. Her forbidden
pants descended, leaving her plump, well-rounded bottom halfcovered by thin pink panties. She leaned across the woman’s desk
and slowly received a dozen sizzling blows with the school paddle. It
hurt like the dickens and left her rump boiling hot and sore for the
rest of the day.
From Flight Delay 1:
“Colin, have you seen my skirt?” she asked the man in the bed.
“You’ll get it back… after your caning.”
Kim’s heart skipped a beat. She didn’t like the sound of this. She
loved his sexy British accent, and the sex was out of this world, but
the guy was kinky as hell. Everything seemed to involve her bum
getting smacked!
From Old Faithful 1:
He lovingly took down the heavy board, which was nearly two
feet long and made of solid oak. The varnish was nearly worn off in
the places, revealing its age.
“For children it would be just a few swats. But you’re not a child,
Miss Delano.”
“Not since my big 3-0 last year,” said the woman with a sigh.
“So… a dozen?”
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About the Warning labels
Because spanking stories often involve extreme topics (S&M, sex acts,
etc.), the Flogmaster labels his stories to give readers an idea of what might
be included. Here’s a sample:
Paul Bunyan and the Great Lakes
(★ ★ ★ ★ , M/Ffff—Absurdly Severe, nc ole fashion paddlin’)
A strange new twist on the ole yarn about how Paul Bunyan and Babe the Blue Ox created the
Great Lakes. (Approximately 1,758 words.)

The stars are the Flogmaster’s own ratings of his stories. They indicate
writing quality, not necessarily eroticism. Five star stories are my very best.
Stories are marked with mFmf labels to indicate who is spanking whom.
Capital letters represent adults and lower case are minors (under 18), and of
course, M refers to males and F to females. Under this system, anything to
the left of the slash indicate a Spanker and anything to the right a Spankee.
Therefore in the above example an adult male is spanking three girls and a
woman. If there are a lot of people involved, sometimes this is abbreviated
with a number, such as F6/f24, implying that 6 women spank 24 girls. Keep
in mind that the label refers to the primary participants—sometimes,
especially in longer stories—there may be minor spankings of a different
type included.
I try to indicate the overall severity level (Mild, Serious, Intense, Severe,
or Edgy), as well as what types of spankings are included (i.e. caning,
birching, hairbrush spanking, etc.). Stories may also contain other warnings
and explanations. These are usually self-explanatory words like “sex” or
“anal” (to indicate types of sexual activity). You may also see references to
cons or non-cons (or nc). Those abbreviations refer to consensual and nonconsensual spankings. (Punishment spankings, especially those of children,
are usually nc.) Some stories are labeled semi-cons, meaning it’s partially
consensual (e.g. a reluctant wife submitting to her husband’s discipline
because she knows she deserves punishment).
The second line contains a brief description of the story. I try not to
include any “spoilers” that would ruin the plot for you. The description
should intrigue if you are interested in the subject matter, and warn you
away if you are not. As always, read at your own risk. There’s also an
approximate word count of the story.
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A Perfect Introduction
(
, M/f—Severe, non-consensual spanking,
strapping, caning)
A schoolgirl gets introduced to corporal punishment.
(Approximately 516 words.)

S

he was a tiny shy cutie that fit

across my lap perfectly. I positioned her so I
could see her darling face in the mirror above
the mantle. Judging just her reflection, I’d
have guessed she was twelve, not fifteen.
Such innocence!
She had large dark eyes, wide with worry, an upturned
nose, and a friendly mouth with even white teeth. I caressed
her long glossy brown hair.
She was as tense as a drawstring, possibly because I’d
had her remove her navy skirt and little white panties. I
squeezed her surprisingly full bottom, the milky twins
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jutting strongly upward. The springy cheeks were solid and
soft, and quivered delightfully.
I spanked her gently, more of a warning of the future,
and slowly increased my pats until they were genuine slaps.
By then she was squirming but calm, her frantic breathing
becoming more relaxed.
Soon I was giving her sound smacks that made her ass
wobble and her body rock. She whimpered and moaned, but
it was mostly from the shock and unusual sensations, not
raw pain.
I showed her my “slipper”—a thick wide strip of
hardened leather attached to a wooden handle—and her
eyes grew to saucer-size. When I began to strap her, the
leather loud and stingy, she squirmed and danced like a
dream. The blows were sharp. If her bottom hadn’t been
warmed, they would have really hurt.
After 15 lashes, I paused and asked her how many that
was. She was astonished. “I don’t know, sir. I wasn’t
counting.”
I sighed, feigning annoyance, and said, “Then we’ll start
again. This time count out loud.”
I strapped her bottom extra-hard. Tiny tears squeezed
from her eyes. She groaned and whispered, “Wha-wha-one,
sir.”
I took my time, savoring every stingy spank. When we
hit the teens, I used the strap sideways along the length of
one buttock.
“Thirteen,” she moaned.
“Excuse me. Did that hit both cheeks? That’s only half a
spank.”
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“Twelve-and-a-half?”
“Correct.” I smacked her right buttock the same way and
she responded: “Thirteen, sir.”
I continued this way, milking every stroke. Only then
was I ready to give her the rattan.
For that I had her stand and touch her toes, tightening
that jutting bottom, and I slowly caned those cherry globes a
good dozen, enjoying her increased wiggling and yelps of
pain.
“A light rod,” I told her. “Not severe at all, but you’re
young.”
I rubbed her silky cheeks, now stained with scarlet and
striped with crimson. “I’d like to see you on Thursdays
before school,” I said. “And you know what? Let’s have you
here Monday afternoons as well.”
“For… spanking?” she asked incredulously. “Twice a
week?”
“Any reason why not?”
“I haven’t done anything!”
“You have a lovely bottom. That’s enough,” I said. I
swatted her tush playfully. “Now off to class. I’ll see you at
7:30 sharp on Thursday.”

To continue reading, buy the
full book at The Flogmaster
Bookstore
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Cutiepie
(MF/f)
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Stacy Goes to College
(M/F)
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the case. 46,000 words.
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30,000 words.
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(M/Fx6, Fx6/M) A man discovers his daughter’s
secret and concocts a wicked plan. Summer
Fantasy: (FFFM/FFFFM) A college graduate
spends an idyllic summer with four women. The
Professional Solution: (M/F) An innovative
solution to premature safeword use.
Volume 15— Maybe I Should Be Spanked:
(MFFF/f) After suggesting a spanking, Kendra gets
more than she expected. The Blind Boy: (F/FFfm)
When an orphan boy with bad eyesight moves in
with his aunt and her daughters, he discovers a
new world of strict discipline. Tyrant Tutor:
(Fm/f) A young boy becomes the tutor for his
dream girl, and soon he’s blackmailing her into
taking spankings from him.

Volume 16— A Painful Game: (M/FFF) Three
beauties compete in a billionaire’s fantasy game.
Eve and the Head of HR: (M/F) When a beautiful
FBI agent goes undercover to catch a sleazy human
resources executive abusing his position,
everything that can go wrong goes wrong. The
Inheritance: (MF/F) In this crime drama, there are
schemes within schemes, as everyone pulls cons
and scams for money.

Short Story Collections

Twelve of the Best: Volumes 1-45
Over 540 stories divided in books focusing on the
punishment of adults or children.

Super-Short Stories: Volume 1-5
Short and sweet: over 500 500-word stories.
(Mostly /f or /F)

Real-Life Spankings: Volume 1-9
Spanking stories dramatized from real-life
experiences. (Mostly /f or /F)

Sorority Collection: Volume 1
All of the Flogmaster’s published sorority stories,
plus four new exclusives to this book. (Mostly /F)

Sorority Collection: Volume 2
Fourteen brand new Flogmaster sorority stories: A
Hearty Dose of Reality, Sorority Justice, College
Girl, Costume Mistake, Greed, Just a Paddling, Old
Friend, Pledge Pain, Punishment for Sexual
Harassment, Sorority Practice, The Hairbrush or
the Paddle, The Paddle is Waiting, The Sorority
Paddle, and Tiptoes. (Mostly /F)

Flogmaster Fantasies: Volume 1
21 classics plus 15 brand new stories for this
Collection: George (M/F) A female bank executive
is a man’s sex slave. Joan (M/f) A girl wants
regular spankings. Timothy (M/F) A girl attends a
weekly punishment. Danica (M/F) A birthday
girl’s birthday fantasy. Jackson (M/f) A teen asks to
be spanked. Becca (F30/F) A girl dreams of
pledging to a sorority. Jason (M/F) A biker meets
a gorgeous girl. Stefanie (M/F) A woman swaps her
body with a teen. Andre (M/F) What a man wants
in a foreign girl contracted to serve him. Jill (M/F)
A nurse dreams of a doctor punishing her. Kenneth
(M/F) A man would love to see his fiance spanked.
Lorine (M/F) A TV reporter imagines broadcasting
with a red hot bottom. Morris (M/F) A man wants
a tiny wife. Haley (M/F) A woman wants to be
spanked during a fancy party. Max (M/f) Men pay
to watch judicial discipline.
Ultimate Archive: Volumes 1-4
The Flogmaster’s free story website in four huge
books!

Purchase these in print or PDF at the Flogmaster’s
Bookstore: http://stores.lulu.com/flogmaster

